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Carl fa. Richards ~. At its 1955 National Convention at Seattle, 
Washington the Astronomical League presented its annual Award to Hr. Carl 
P. Richards of Salem, Oregon. We congratulate Mr. Richards on t~is 
honor richly earned by his long devotion to amateur astronomy and by his 
many services to it, We are proud to claim him as a charter member of 
our A.L.P.O. since its founding in 1947. Mr, Richards photographed the 
total solar eclipse of 1945 from Wolseley, Saskatchewan and the one of 
1954 from Minneapolis, Minnesota. He is a Council nember and a former 
officer of the A·stronomical League. He has contributed several articles 
to~ strolling Astronomer, including •The story of A Shadow" in our 
July-AUgust, 1954 issue. 

"Frontier ~ ~ n Perhaps readers will indulge the Editor if he 
calls attention to a series of television programs produced at his place 
of employment and in the making of vhich he had a very snail. part. The 
programs relate to the missile programs in progress at the 'llhite Sands 
Proving Ground and to the present prospects of space travel. "Frontier 
to Space" is a series of 26 educational films produced by the Physical 
Science Laboratory of the New l-lex:l.co College of Agriculture and l1echanic 
Arts near Las Cruces, N, Mex. and will appear weekly on the following 
television stations: 

KUHT Houstca, Texas starting veek of Sept, 18, 1955 

VKAR East Lansing, Mich •• • a n n 

VQ!lD Pi ttsbarg}l,P811D&. • • II • n " 
KQBD San :Francisco, Calif." • • • " n 

VTIQ Munford, Ala. a • a " " " 
VBIQ ru nn1ngbam, .na. II • n • • II 

VJ:IQ .llabema • • • • n n 

K R 0 D-TV El Paso, Texas • " n n n n 

VGBH Beaton, Mass. a • II II n " 
v r r·v Chicago, m. • II 11 Oct. 16, 1955 

other stations not listed above will also start the series the week of 
October 16, 195S. 

Omission 9.! li£m1 ~ Previous ~. 'We regret very much that 
Figure 13 was laitted f'rcm pg. 33" of our March-April, 1955 issue because 
of an oversight on the pert of our publishers. Figure 13 is hence re
produced below. It llley be studied in connection with Mr, Brookes t 
article •.Jupiter in 19~5Sc First Interim Report• in the Harch....!pril 
issue. 

Figure 13. Sectional Drawing of SEB, STrZ, STB, STeZ, and SSTB of Jupiter 
by Elmer J, Reese on January 8, 1955. 6-inch reflector, 320X, 
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lamE ~ ~ Predictions. Mr. Richerd Baum in Vol. 2, No, 26 
or his excellent review !HI directs attention to predictions by a 
Japanese astronomer, l!:enzo Kono, or lunar meteor shovers in 1955, their 
dates of occurrence and the lunar areas 'Where meteor-flashes should be 
looked for. These predictions depend upon the assumption that known 
terrestrial meteor showers are so large in croser section that the 
swams interaect both the earth and the moon, We give here Mr. Kono 1s 

' predietionat 

§!1.m;t Date ~AD 1 ! .! 

I¢ds 1955,Apr.20 27 dqs 95° 3-rf 0,09 

Delta Jctuarids J~26 7 4'1 283 o.66 

Qlaeobinids Oct. 10 24 SJ. 190 0.15 

Orionids oct. 22 6 9 342 0.99 

Leouids Nov. J.8 4 52 102 o,62 

Gem:l.nids Dec. 10 25 7S 101 0.20 

Here i is the angular distance between the radiant point and the earth 
as observed :t'rom the moon, t is the position angle on the lunar limb 
'Where the lunar meteorer should be looked ror (measured :t'rom 0° at the 
north point through 90° at east all the wa;r around and up to 360~, and 
a is the magnitude of the affected area.. Past studies would indicate 
that terreStHi.J.(and presumabzy lunar) <a.acobinids will be scarce in 
1955 but that a rich shower may occur in 1959 in at least some longi
tudes of the earth. Observations of these predicted lunar meteor. 
showers should be attempted over a period of some dqs centered· around 
the dates in the table. 

Mr. llobert M, Adams, 324 South VaJ.Jie;r, Neosho, MS.ssouri is organiz
!Dg our A.L.P.O, lunar meteor searches upon a 111stematic basis. Members 
llilling and able to participate regul.ar:cy in such worlt should write to 
him. 

ma J!!m I!ravinga. Oil pages 52 and 53 we publish tw more pages of 
drawings of Milrs in 1954 by different J.,L.P.O. members. The dra\dngs 
were selected and arranged by Mr. D. P. Av.l.gliano, our Mars Recorder, 
Mare pages or drawings or Mars during its 1954 apparition and more articles 
about the p~ in that year will appear in future issues. · 

~~MARKINGS !!! ~ ~ !:2!!!!!!! n!!· 
by Patrick Moore, F .R.A.s. 

Dr. J. C, Bartlett 1s paper in the January..Fe'brua'ey •strolling Astronomer• 
raises a DUIIIber of most interesting points, and with the f'ull knowledge 
that I am treading on dallgerous ground I propose- to ehal.lenge him, Dr. 
Bartlett and I have corresponded tor years upon a variety of topics, and 
it is scaree:cy neces881'7 to add that I have the most profound respect for 
him personal:cy and as an observer, so that I hope he will show me where 
I am 'Wl'ongJ 

The first point seems to hinge upon Lowell's observations. Nobody in 
their senses would suppose that Lowell himself was anything but utter:cy 
honest and sincere, and a!V' alternative suggestions can be treated with 
the contempt that they deserve, Few men sacrificed more in the cause 
ot astl'OilCIIIIT than Lowell did. But I cannot agl'ee that his observationa 
of Venus are accurate. He once described streaks as being •like steel 
engrav.!.nge•, and in his own words1 

-ne markings themselves are long end n&rrOWJ but UDllke the finer mark
ings on Mars, they have the appearance of being natural, not artificial. 
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i'hey are not onJ:r parmaneut, bat ~ visible whenever our own 
atmospheric conditioaa are net so poer as to obliterate all details on 
the diak. Thay are thus evide~ :aot cloud-bidden at &113' time •••• 
'lhe llllll"ldJJgs, which are of a strav-colourecl grq; bear the loak or being 
gl'OUIId or roekr and it is presumable f'rCIII this that w see ~barren 
rock or sand wathared b7 aa01111 or aposure to the San. The markings 
are pedeet;:q distinat and 'lllllllistakable, and conclusive as to the planet's 
period or rotation •• 

:rt will be remembered tbat Lowll sapported the 225-dq rotation period. 
His obsenations ware "conclusive" in this direction; yet the 225-dq 
period has nov been shovn to be wrong without &113' shadov or a doubt. Hare 
iS an mned!ate and signif:lcant inaccl1zrac7. But IDwell did more; he re-
jected the whole idea or en all-concealing 07th~ean* atmosphere, and '11811t 
baok to the ancient theorT or Bhmcbini that the markings wre par!D8D8nt 
features or a solid ~aoe. 

l'D tact, his dravings and descriptions or Venus are so utter:q at variance 
with~- or others usirag cc:aparable apertvelt that ve have little cboice 
but to reject tha. His •P or VeDWI is iDdeed curious. From a derk patch, 
.... a sori or f'eoal. centre, he drew vell-detined strips vbich he D8llled 
Jdcmi8 llagie,...,.. Beg:t. and so a, while 'there were other less conspiCniOWI 
streek ceJIUoell·- the vbale f01"lli1Dg a :unart. So far as I lm8w, this net
vark has beeD seen since ODlT bT observers using apart'ID:"ea of 12 inches er 
less. .lzDaaiad1 nnar sav itJ Mr did Baraard, and Bamard, who "WOrked 
with the 'llick ~ (and, moreorar, fOU!Id :ao neaessity to reduce the aper
ture, as L8wallwu ~ farced to do with his 24--inchl), wrote a "'l'he 
planet. vas beautitlll.:q detillecl~ ••••• Botbing was seen of the singular 
qstea or :aarrov dark lines shown in recent years • • • EYer7 etrert vas made 
·to show tha, b7 rechlctioa in ape:c Lure and b7 the use or solar sareeu and 
~pavers: Previous attempts with the 12-incb. h81'8 also taUed.• 

So ma.oh f'er Lwell'a map. 1l'e DW CCIIl8 to the recant work bT some 
oltservers, :la pa:ttiaalar b7 B:l.cbard M. Ba1a at .Chester. I kDov Baum to 
be a spl.eDdid o~ and a magaitioent draf'tSIII&tl, and as he is also a 
Tf!lq old f'r1eDd or lll:lae I feel I ean sq what I like! Ve have col.labarat
•l :la hmar w:rk, and &par'hre· :tor apart'are he :f.nvar1ah:q sees more than 
I del quite apa:r1i ~ his intiD1taq greater ak1ll at recordiDg detail. 
!he cme object upcm. vhiclt w tliilagree is VQ1is. He sees a radial spoke 
S)'IRaaJ I cannot. 

The strlmge th1Dg is tbat llimla has reOCJI'ded the sp'Qltes vith a 3-inch 
ref'raot.r 1 which is CODSidarabq smaJJiar than the .i'indar on the Lick tele
scope used b7 Baraard. Mr. liiiDck's ref'ractor is precise:q '!;he same size 
as this tinder. I haw used various telescopes up to and incl'WliDg a 
151· -inoh refl.ector, bat most of JD7 work has been done with JD7 om :12i
inch retlectar. My greater .. telescopic apertve- must inevitab:q cam
peuate tar lJimllls superior akill as an observer, but JDT ODJ.y reason for 
1118Dticming JD7 work is to point to a simple but signiticant experiment. 

:rt is eftan said tat a SRBll. telescope vill show more on Venus than 
a large one,, because of the reduced glare. This seems to me to be a 
CCIIllp].ete f'al.lac7 (provided that V81lUS is observed against a light sJrr, 
or cour•) • I lave a 3-inch ref'ractor or JD7 <Ml, and on a IIUIIlber ot 
occasicma I have dram VeDWI with it before t'Ul"Ding to JD7 J2i-inch. 
~ I aee more with the larger telescope, but the llla11d.ngs appear 
more diffuse. '1'he .au apart'ID:"e nat'ID:"al:q sharpens them up, simp:q 
because of the lack or resolving powl"e 

Venus is the most difficult problem observa.tiollal.:q or all the planets• 
aDd w must be clou1l:q loiBl'7. :rt is JD7 contentia that the • spoke system• 
or IAnla1l is meraq an optioal etf'ect, seen b7 modern observers simp:q 
because of the iJuldequaq· or their equipnent. I do not believe that &113' 
observer, hcMmlr sld.lf'III, can aee with a 3-inch ref'ractor details which 
the ~t· Barnard aDi .lntcmiadi missed with the giant telescopes or Lick 
IIIIi Meudcm respectiw:q. 



MARS - 1954 

OBSERVER: T.A. CRAGG 

MAY 25, 08:40 U.T. 
611 RFT. 280X 
CM 22~0 c:n58° 
D$ -~~3 D 17~4 

AUG. 21, 06:15 U.T. 
12" RPT. ~oox 
WRATTEK #25 RED FILTER 
CM 114° E> 219o 
De +2!5 D16~4 

611 RFT. 250X 
eM 21~0 c:n55° 
De -~~5 D 17~0 

5 
JULY- 21, 
611 RFT. 
CM 7° 
De~9~ 

AUG.- 25, 
12" RP'L. 
CM 44° 
Dill +29o 

04:40 U.T. 
280X 
e200° 

D 20~7 

04:00 U.T. 
420X 
0221~5 

D 15~9 
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.12" RFL. 168X 
, CM 390 0177° 
De -lf3 D 20~ 

AUG. 5, 04:45 U.T. 
12" R!ii.. 168X 
CM 241° 0 209° 
De +4~~ D 18~7 

SEPT. 5, 04:05 U.T. 
12" RPL.4~0X & ~~6X 
RED FILTER 
Cll 3010 02280 
ne 090 D 14~5 



1 

JUNE 18, 
E.D.S.T. 
1~" RPT, 
CJI ~15° 
n- -0<?2 

4 

MARS - 1954 

OBSERVER: CLARK C. McCLELLAND 

2 

01:~0 TO 01:56 JUNE 20~ - 00:~0 TO 01:11 

2~0X 
0180<?5 

D 21':1 

E.D.S.T. 
1~" RF"l', 2SOX 
CM 2~0 0181~7 
0. +0~1 D 2H~ 

3 

JUNE ~0, 01:40 TO 
02:11 E.D.S.T. 
1~" RFT, 2~0X 
CM 2190 018795 
De ·t1<?8 D 21':86 

6 

JULY 2, 00:25 TO 01:06 JULY 10, 
E.D.S.T. 
13" RPT, 
CM 126° 
D9+S<!4 

00:25 TO 00:59 JULY 17, 00:56 TO 
01:27 E.D.S.T. E.D.S.T. 

1~" RFT, 
CM 168° 
D(!) +292 

7 

JULY 18, 
E.D.S.T. 
1~" RFT, 
CM ~2° 
00 +4'?2 

2~0X 
018896 

D 21~88 

00:26 TO 

2~0X 
019891 

D 21~0 

8 
00:46 JULY 2S, 

E.D.S.T. 
1~· RFT, 
CM ~:5:5° 
De +4'14 

2SOX 
019~9~ 

D 21!!7 

2:5:~2 TO 

2SOX 
0 20191 

D 20~5 

Fage 53 

1~" RFT, 2~0X & 400X 
CM 570 0197'15 
D$ +491 D 21':1 

· 9 
2~:5:5 JULY 26, 2:5:~0 TO 

24:00 E.D. S.T. 
1~" RFT, 2~0X 
CM ~06° 0 20291 
De +4'?5 D 20':1 



! ~() nQl; dispute that 8CIIl8 11strealcy'• features ~ mat, and some 
:;*.<J'tOgraphs support this. Difhrenoes itl e;yesight mat also pla:y a pan, 
lllld a dmpl.e cperiment once cenduetC~d by' Baum and myself showed that his 
qea are 1111ch more sensitive than mine with regard to short. wavelengths. 
But strealts are diff."eren:t fram radial spokes, and in ar17 case there seeas 
no basia :tor the eentmion that the streaks are even semi-permanent. 
()nee ve support the idea of permanency we 1111st go back to the 225~ 
rotation period, which bas been shown oonolusi~ to be false. 

I I10W bow my hea4 to await the st91"lll! 

~~ 

:1 ~ ilL lPJSl'lTU 

~ Jamee c. Biartlett, Jr. 

'l'he student of lunar surface changes suffers more than his fair share o:t 
disabilities, :tor should he cbanoe to uncover scmethiDg prcmd.sing no one 
wi'U believe him and what is more he had better not believe himself' untn 
he bas had a second look at his prodigr. 'ftlactRpJ which lunar perspective 
8eU tor the UIIIIU"T are lii8.!JT and Tarious, and what ~ sec a mound itl one 
light v.nJ. appear as a depression itl another. 'l'he case o:t Linne is olassi
oal.. 

I first become &Cq1J&inted with the strange object which forms the subject 
or this paper in the SUIIIIller of 1949, when I was :tetohe4 by' a remarkable meta
morphosis which illustrates Vftr7 gt"aphioalJi7 how cautious one should be in 
drawing lunar ~erences. At that time I was engaged in browsing about the 
l'lmiiZ" arctic which is notable for the numbers or unconventional formations 
to be found there, and which trequen~ take the forma o:t rhombuses and 
rhaaboids apparm~ squares and paral.lelogl'lllllll seen askew. Could we but 
view them in better perspective it is probable that sane at least vould 
prove as remarkable as Maedler's fUIOUS Square. Associated with those odd 
structures are IIIIIBller objects to be found here and there, notabl7 in J. J, 
CassiDi, the nat~s o:t which are Vftr1 obscure-. J, J. Cassini itself is or 
considerable interest beitlg a large, ill-defined open space bounded on the 
east by a high C\ll'Ting esoarpmextt and on the west by what appears to be a 
shsll.ow val.le;r separating this area :tl"Cllll the site or Maedler's Square. 
Parallelism is a marked tea:tl_.. hereabout and under scme. angles o:t illumi
nation a number or alternate whitish and darkish streaks COIIeS out e the 
surface of J. J. Cassini, giving to that formation a strange~ grooved 
appearance scmevhat resembling the etfecta or glacial striae, These fine
~pencilled linea are parallel and show a general N.W. to s.E. orientation. 
One also f'inds a number of' parellel ridges. 

l'll the N. w. corner of' J. J. Casaini, about opposite to Birmingham A 
which lies across the valley, there emerges at sunrise an object of sane
what r.arkable appearance (Fig. 1). This takes the form of a long, 
rectangalar block viilh a bright upper surface which seems to be covered 
with minute asperities making it appear to be rather rough. The northern 
side of' the bleck appears to be in shadow and a tapering shadow extends 
eastward from the block's end. The perspective is that o:t a solid and 
:ta:lr~ high rectangle. A litt1e later a minute eraterlet appears on the 
extreme S.E. corner of' the formation, perched upon its Vftr1 edge, and scme
tmes a dark diagonal line is seen to crosa the block's upper surface (Fig. 
2). As the altitude of the sun increases a subtle transformation takes 
plAce, md present]J' the upper surface of' the block becomes VfJr7 dark and 
its northern side very bright (Fig. 3). Meanwhile changes in the intensity 
c:t the surrounding territ017 make the object increasingly difficult to pick 
out, and toverds sunset it has become reduced to a f'aint rectangular gr8';f 
patch o:t no apparent elevation. Fina1J.;y, vhen it comes to the evening 
terminator, the solid aspect emerges once more but the shadowed top of the 
block instead of' appearing flat now seems to be concave (Fig, 4) • 

When I f:lrst noticed this structure its unusual nature impressed me to 
t.JI.e extent that I resolved to study it close]J', from SUDl'ise to sunset, 
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,II 
Fig. 1. Object Beta. 
James c. Bartlett, :Jr. 
Jpne 6, 1949. 0 :zn 14m, u.r..co1. 26. 8. 
3.5-inch retl. at lOOX. 

r 
Fig. 3• Object Beta prime. 
James c. Bartl8tt, :rr. 
~ :w, 1951. 
4 .... IJS, u.r. Col.. w~ 7. 
3.5-inch retl. at lOOX. 

l 
( 

p 
Fig. 2. Object Beta. 
James c. Bartlett, :rr. 
~-~! 1952. 0 
1 JJJ, u.r. Col. 24. 6 
3.5-inch ren. at lOOX. 

p 
Fig. 4. Object Be1;a. 
James c. Bartlett, :rr. 
~i 26, 1951. 
,a 31 1 U.T. Col. 198~ ) 
3.5-inch ren. at l.OOX. 

Fig. ~. Object Beta. 
James c. Bartlett, Jr. 
~tember 13, 1951. 
'f' 4.JI, U.T. Col. 56~ 3. 
3.5-inch refi. at lOOX. 

in order to determille its true structural nature. Accordin~ I assigne4 
to it the Greek latter· beta for purposes or identification. 

A first ran vith Object Beta lad to nothing. It seemed to be simp:cy 
a block and nothing lllln".-. Consultation or several maps also led to 
nothing. Goodacre 1s map does not shov it in arry recognizable rorm., and 
indeed he lllllkes J. J. Cassini most:cy a blank. It· is not cartaiil:cy pres
ent in the 1946 edition or Dr. Vilkins 1 map, though possib:cy indicated. 
One difiicml.ty' 1B that the foreshortening here is so severe that conveno
tional drawing or an object to a mean state of libration mq differ so 
trom the reality' as to make identification of questionable objects very
uncertain. still, all things considered, Object Beta did appear to have 
a real e:xistanceJ so I considered how it llligb1; be explained in terms or 
geological experience modified by the peculiarities or the lunar environ
ment. 

It lOC!ked like a long, narrov outlier or perhaps a peculiar form of 
mesa; but both types as ve are acquainted vith them are due to aqueous 
erosion which, I 8111 told, has never taken place on the moon. For the 
same reason it did not appear to be the eroded remnant of a dike. It 
might have been a horst which, it you remember your geology, is en ele
vated section of the crust separated tram similar sections by interven
ing dcnmthrnsts called groaben. But horsts and graben usuai:cy occur in 
associBtion vhereas this object was isolated. It might have been a 
block mountain, similar to certain structuret1 in the vestern United states; 
but block mountains are sculptured by erosion, either aqueous or aeolian. 
'What could have tailored Object Beta to the clean-cut rectangle it presented'/ 
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Having gotten nowhere with theory I thereupon did what I usually do 
in such cases, namely, wrote a letter. This was addressed to Nr·. Elmer 
J Reese, and after same exposition of the difficulties Mr. Reese was 
asked to express his opinion of the nature of this object. In his reply 
Mr. Reese informed me that he was familiar with the formation and that 
fa:r from being a block of any kind it actually was the ruin of an ancient 
ring! Moreover the walls were of no great height and the depression was 
rather shallow. In short the thing was quite commonplace. 

This intelligence fairly astounded me and sent me back to the litera
ture for a recheck, but with no results. So the next thing was to re
observe Object Beta from sunrise to sunset, and this time I was more 
fortunate. On September 11, 195!m(U. T. times and dates here and here
at>ter), I began a resurvey at ~ 0 , ool. 31°. Object Beta appeared in 
its usual rectangular form complete with the little craterlet perched so 
curiously on its very edge. It was impossible to believe that this 
structure was not a solid, rectangular mass. At col. 44° the appearance 
of the block was about the same, though I did notice a slight apparent 
deformation such tb,at the top had a look of concavity. It vas as if' the 
block had become varped, but still unquestionably a rectangle. Usually 
at this point in an investigation the veather closes in, one misses the 
next succeeding colong:l.tude, and so th8 whole record is thrO\Ill into un
certainty; bat b;y same miraCle col. 56 arrived on the wings of a very 
clear night and, as later transpired, this was precisely the colongitude 
missing f'rem all ~ previous observations of Object Beta. 

Nov colongitude does not furnish us vith an unvarying measure of the 
illlllllination, thanks to the moon's librations. Actu.all:y the true angle 
of incidence ot sunlight may vary very appreciably for very nearly the 
same colongitudes, but this is of little effect near the center of the 
disc. Holllmll'1 near the limbs, it becomes of very great effect for very 
small differences. 

Thus on June 8, 1949, at col. 51~ 4, Ob~ect Beta was its familiar self; 
but now on Septembtrl- 13, 1951, at col. 56. 3 -which is only 4°.9 dii'f'erence -
Object Beta had undergone a marvelous transformation. In place of the hard, 
clear lines of the usual block I was bemused to find a flat and shallow 
oval depression with a familiar craterlat under the rim - if a.ny- of its 
southeastern vall (Fig. 5). 

Hera was a classic example of' how extremely serious errors may be made 
in l"DM1" ~~at'kraJ for had I measured this object in ita block pbase I 
should ha't'e UDhesitati.ng:cy put it down as a solid rectangle of so 111&127 
miles l.ang\h, breadth, and height - and for· all I know to the con11rar)', it 
may so appear somewhere in the literature. Here also was a pointed re
minder of the tremendous ~ce of consecutive, long-continued observa
tion of l'U!18:r objects befOl'$ one is in position to say much about them. 
For jackdaws often parade ia peacock6 1 feathers - on the moon. But to 
get back to Object Beta. 

In its true role of' a ruined ril}g the interior was seen to be a lll'ight 
white and to contain a number of 10'11' and minute asperities on the noor. 
It is this surface which appears as the rough top of the "block• when 
the object is in its rectangular phase. The wall appears to be highest 
on the DOrth side and "o be very 10'11' or possibly wanting altogether on 
the south. The northern vall also appears to be higher at its eastern 
end, and a little east of center there appears to be a lll'each down to the 
level of' the outside surface. The upper ·surface of' this llall appears 
to be jagged, as small spires of' shadow are throw from the rim. The 
little craterlet whicli appears to parch upon the corml1" of the"block" 
is seen to lie just under the southeastern rim. 

On September 14, 1951, at col. 68.0 7, Object Beta remained visible under 
its new aspect of a sha.llow ovalJ but on this occasion I made another dis
covery of great signit'icance. East of' Beta I f'ound a dark, rectangular 
patch of surface which looked very much like Beta itself when in its block 
phase. on September 15, at col. 93.ol, Beta itself could no longer be 
distinguished; but this dark rectangle was very prominent. 
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It liiiV' be recalled that when Object Beta is tirst sean atte sunrise· 
it appears as a bript-topped block vith a shadowed northeh side. This 
aspect is maintained untll around col. S6° when the true nature0 of the 
formation becomes appareut. Bat before I had made the col. S6 observation 
I had prgnou:icy' obaervad vhat I took to be the same obje~ at colozrgit'Udes 
past 100 , when, as previously noted, it appeared as a Srk-!!ml:!!4 block 
vith a~ ~uorthern side. The 19S1 obserVations, however, showed 
that lll'Ound col. 93 Beta beCCIIIIIs invisible. Hence it is fairl;v certain 
that vhat I had rea1l;v obserwd was the dark re~angl.e ,lY1 of Beta. This 
strip or surface - tar so it appears to be - is bordered on the north b.r 
a oorrespondiDg briPt strip, and the whole is so similar in shape and 
proportions to Beta itsel.t when iD. block pbase that a wrwg identification 
is '9'.lrtaal.l;v guaranteed. This our1ous surface strip, which I designated 
Beta pn., bas en emu:lng appearance or so11d1t,. - Nature's own 3-11 in 
the l11DU' theatre. :rt; mipt be wadered wb7 a careful f1118 would not 
notice that Beta prime is farther east than Beta itself and so BYOid con
tusing the tllo; but cme Dll1st asl:1 farther east or vhat'l For Beta 'itsel.t 
vanishes as do all othal' reteence poW.s. iD.cl.uding Birmingham A, unde 
bigh SUllo 

Most or the 8Diglllas attaobiDg to Object Beta had thus been cleared up. 
Beta is !ld. a block or arust elevated high abcrve the surrounding surface, 
but a shallow ring or ancient 'rl.!lt;ap. Its apparent white top does not 
become dark, and its dark side does net become white. One merel;v con
taaes it vith Beta prime. Hovevar, the fuDdamental questiOD. remained: By 
vhat prooess does this rained ring assume the appearance of a rectangal.ar 
block? 

This appearance is wry definite and llllarp:cy defined, though large 
apertures vould pro'ba.bq dispel. the illusion and perhaps even reveel the 
true nature or the objeet; lcmg before it becomes evident to llle118l' 
instr1aents. . Bovevar that lJII9' be, the south side of the formation appears 
to have a straight edge denoted bT a thin dark line. It is probable that 
this parbieul.ar line is marel;v a subje~ive delusion. It is there for the 
same reascm that artists give bounding outlines to their figures, though 
no such lines exist in nature. Probab:q we see it because ve expect to 
see a dei'inite 'bo1m.dary to a dei'inite object. 

For the rest mention bas previously been made or the marked parallelism 
or the surface iD. J. J. Cassini. streak markings are caamon and are most 
praninentl;v devaloped sb.Ol"tl.y att.. Slmrise, which is to sq at a time when 
Obje~ Beta appears so CODY:iD.cingq rectangular. When we reflect that the 
long sides or the apparent reetangl.e are parallel also to these streaks, 
it beCCI!IBs Tflr1 probable that it is they which determi.ne its apparent 
orientatiOn. and give to it the eharactllr of a block. By the time wan 
ll8ta aaarges in its true tara, these couf'nsing streaks have gt'eatl;v faded. 

Libration elso has Vf1r7 powarf'ul. ef'f'ects in these far northern regions, 
and whtm displacement is to the Dorth obje~s tend to take on such a linear 
asps~ that ODS is ~ or the nigbtmarish angles in .'!'h!, ~ 2!: J?l:• 
Cal1ga:ri. Poor, mad Qi!!!iE. Dlmll' had gt'eate difiicul.ty in f'ind.ing his "W1 
through his varld of cra117 ~ than I have had in identif'ying objects 
hereabout. 

Such experiences gt'eatl;v strengthen the position or those who argue 
agai.ns1i real surface changes on the moon; who msintsin that all is illu
sion, mistake, fantasy. Bllt I remain unrepentant and unabashed and do 
afi':b'm that such changes !!2 take place, and that they .mm be disentangled 
traR the SDal'eS of lighting and llbration. 

Nevertheless, should I evar gt'OV too dogmatic, let someone take me aside 
and gent:q wtd.spar1 ll()bjeat Beta•. 
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by Rol:C>.rt G. Broo}:es 

Observers. ThJc report is for the period February 1, 1955 throue;h April 
30, 1955. rn aridition tc reports received fror.1 observers Hhose names 
uere published :l.n the First Interim Report (The Strolling Astronomer, l!arch
Aprif 1'755) reports haYe hecn r"ceived from tl e follo'l.d.ng observers: 

Name Telescope ~ 

Harold Allengray 12. 5-inch refrf Columbus, Ohio 
Dr.James C.Dnrtlett, Jr. 3.5-incl: refl. Baltimore, !Xi. 

5-inch refl. 
l~. Jane Gann 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
Hillirun E. Glenn 6-inch refl. New York, N.Y. 
Noel Gutry 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
Bill F.artmann 2.4-inch refr. New Kengsington, Pa. 
Robert G. Johnsson 6-inch refl. Chicago, Ill. 
Ralph J. Joyce 12.5-inch refr. * Columbus, Ohio 
James Knight 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
Richard c. Leupold 12.5-inch refr.* ColLmlbus, Ohio 
Ivan E. l<lftin 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
Roger H. Lcftis 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
Georroe Nielson 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
Raymond Oxford, Jr. 4-inch refr. Decatur, Geor[;.ia 
Belle Rettman 12.5-inch refr.* Columbus, Ohio 
H. T. Sl:erman 4-inch refl. St. Paul, Hinn. 
Chester J. Smith 6-inch refr. Oakland, Calif. 
J. Russell Smith 8 & 16-inch refls. Eagle Pass, Texas 
Ralph Walls 12.5-inch refrt' Colunbus, Ohio 

* Ncl:illin Refractor at the Ohio State University. 

Description. During the period of time covered by tlcis Report the acti
vity seen on Jupiter has increased considerably ever that during the period 
covered by the First Interi.'11 Report (The strolling Astronomer, r.iarch-April, 
1955). This increase is due, rr,ninly, to a major Disturbance in the SEB. 

Belts. The NEB remains, by far, the most prominent belt. The SEB 
has become darker and !'lore prominent in some lonti.tudes foJlm.Jing the SEB 
Disturbance (see below: The SEB Disturbance). The STB and iiTB are about 
equally conspicuous, The ~ITB is generally recorded as beine a double bolt 
for sor.Je longitudes. The exact rank of conspicuousness of the STB, SEBn , 
a'l.d liT~ is rather difficult to detel'Ihine because at times they have all 
been recorded as being the second most con:'lpi.cuou:'l belt. But, on the aver
age, the SEBn seemB to have boon the nest cons:oicuous belt of the three ;lith 
the riTBn following. The rallY.: of the belts in decreasing, relative conspicu
ou:me:::s was: NEB, SEB,.., :rrB.,, STB, SSTB, Nl'ITB, iiTBs, SEBs, and EB. These 
are averaves through March 1955. Figures 6-ll sh01,r some of Jupiter 1 s vari
ous aspects. c. J. Smith sho.rs on his dra;d.ng (Figure 6) one of the first 
views of the SEB Disturbance. He also shous the EB. The EB is being re
corded rer:ularly by observers usinG telescopes of both large and SJ1kill 

apertures sc that ;re can safely conclude that there is an EB this apparition. 
Also, there is photoe;raphic evidence o: the EB; on a photoe;raph tal:e:1 by 
fhilip n. Lichtrmn the EB is shown. (The date a'ld time of Hr. Lichtman's 
photoe;raph are not l:no1m). Owen c. Ranck sho;'s t:-e double llTB and the EB 
on lllll1JY of his draw-lngs. Figure 7 is a gee.: exanplc of his vie1-1s of Jurolter, 
J, Russell Smith shows very well the chn.ngine; aspect of Jupiter, in a short 
period of time, on his drawings of !:arch 2, 1955,2: 03 and 3: 45 U.T.(Figures 
j and 9). "Figure e :::hows a doubling of the STB on ulle procer1.ing side of 
the C,J.!., the SEB lJ5.sturbance, the EB extendine a1r,1osi.. completely across the 
disc, and a sin[;lo IITB. Figure 9, made 1 hour and 1,2 minutes later, chows 
the RS, the EB endir.g abruptly near the preceding limb of .Jupitert and the 
;ITB as double. Leo 1nrd B. Al>bey, Jr. shoued the SEBn as n very 1·ine double 
on sevorDl of bis dravings; Fir;urc 10 de:.:o·:stratcs this mcpcnrance very well. 
Figures 10 l.l.l1d ll shou t· c double lf'i'B and sor3e 8lllall black spots in the SEB, 
NEil o.nd ll':Il; remarl:~ rer-Lui:-ti:'lC to the ,Tovian black spots 1-1ill be :.ado below. 
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Figure 6. J'llpitar. 
Chester J. Slllitb. h _JA 
Fe'bruary 8, 1955. 3 ,._. , u.r. 
6-inch retractar. 200X. 
c. M.1 • 1.80. c. 11.2 = 2230. 

Figure 8. .Jup:Ltar. 
J. Russell Slllitb~ m 
March 2, 1955. z- 3 1 U.!'. 
8-inab. renectar. l.80.L 
rt. M.1 = 21rf'. a. 1t2 • 22'/'. 

s 

Figure 7. Jupiter. 
Owen c. Ranck. _h Jll 
Fe'bruary 24, 1955. u- 55 , u:r. 
J,.-inch refractor. 150X. 

0 20 c. M.1 : 308 • C. M.2 : • 

Figure 9. Jupiter. 
J. Russell Snith. m 
March 2, 1955. ~ 45 , u.r. 
8-inch refiegtor. 180X. 
c. M.1 : 'Z'/C?. c. M.2 : 2~. 

Figure 10. JUpiter. 
Leonard B. Abbey, tf •m 
March 12, 1955. 4 o , u:r. 
6-inch ren~ctor. 225%.0 
c. M.1 : 6~. C.M.2 : 358. 



~ South Equatorial. Belt Disturbance. On February 8, 1955 at about 
4:00 U.T. while observing Jupiter Walter H. Ha.c'lS and Chester J. Snith 
both observed a dark column in the SEB (Figures 6 and 12). The dark 
column appeared to be based on the SEBn and was Sllept back toward in
creasing longitude forming the SEBs, which appeared dark just follow-
ing the dark column but faded rapidl:y and became invisible (?) near the 
longitude of the preceding and of the RS. The SEBs was not seen preced
ing the dark column. The longitudes (II) of the dark column are shown 
on Figure 12. These observations of Mr. Haas and Mr. C.J. Snith resem
bled initial outbreaks of previous major SEB Disturbances in certain 
aspects. On February 16, 1955 (U.T.) Elmer J. Reese observed the Dis
turbance and remarked that it resembled the SEB Disturbance of a former 
year when it was two weeks old. Transits by Nr. Reese placed the0 longi
tude (II) of the Disturbance at 201° for the preceding end and 223 for 
the following end. He recorded the 3EBn as being disturbed as far as 
longitude (II) 188°. A drawing (Figure 13) made by A. P. Lanham on 
February 28, 1955 shows the aspect of the SEB Disturbance and adjacent 
areas about twenty days after the Disturbance was first observed. Mr. 
Lenham first observed the !>isturbP.noe on February 11, 1955 as a dark 
streak joining the SEBn and the SEBs• The SEBs was not visible to him 
just preceding the dark streak. J. R. Snith's drawing of March 2, 1955 
(Figure 8) shows another aspect of the SEB Disturbance. By March 30, 
1955 the preceding end of the Disturbance had advanced toward decreasing 
longitude to approximately longitude (U) 11-f>, the following end being 
at approximately 230°. Hr. Reese t s composite drawing of March 24, 29 
and 30, 1955 (Figure 14) shows the continuing activity and development 
of the Disturbance. ·Hr. Haas observed a faint darlc column between the 
components of the SEB on April 15, 1955: the longitude of its base on 
the SEBn was 7SO. At that time Hr. Haas made these remarks about the 
marking: ~s feature] is presumably the preceding end of the 1955 SEB 
Disturbance. However, this dark column is less conspicuous than the 
one observed between the components of the SEB in February, nor does the 
SEBs darken at [longitude (II) 78"]. The SEBn widens and shows more 
structure follO\I'ing [longitude (II) 780]." On April 18, 1955 Mr. Reese 
secured a drawing (Figure 15) of the area observed by Mr. Haas on April 
15; the faint dark column at longitude (II) 70° on this drawing is pro
bably the same faint dark column Mr. Haas observed on April 15. Mr. 
Reese's observation of April 18, 1955 is the last received, pertaining 
to the SEB Disturbance, for the period covered by this Report. The 1955 
SEB Disturbance appears to be of major proportions; and if it conti!IUes 
to develop as previous major SEB Disturbances did, we can expect the SEB 
to darken and become very dark,probably rivaling the NEB on occasion. 
Already on one occasion the SEB has been recorded to be as dark and wide 
as the NEB. This aspect was shown by R. M. Adams on a drawing made on 
May 1, 1955, 2:00 U.T., CM:J. 321°, CM2 232°. Also, the aspect of the 
RS area will change t'rom that of the Spot to that of a Hollow; a change 
which is now apparently taking place (see below: Red Spot) • 

Zones. The Jovian zones remain on the whole less intense than during 
the last apparition. The EZ and NTrZ are still the brightest zones. 
The long-enduring brightel' sections of the STeZ are shown and lettered 
on Figm-es 14 and 15. Also, the bright oval in the STeZ on Figure 13 
at about longitude (II) 250° is the bright section D-E as shown on Mr. 
Reese's drawings. Note the fine doubling of the STB between C and D on 
Figure 14. '!~s doubling is also shown on Figures 13 and 15. 

The .!!m! ~. The appearance of the RS is again changing (see First 
Interim Report, ~ Strolling Aetronomer, March-April, 1955). At the 
beginning of February the RS was a dark reddish-brown ellipse centered 
near longitude (II) 2.C:J(P; a faint Bey was sometimes recorded in the SEB. 
on February 8, 1955, Walter Haas had an unusual view of the RS (Figure 
16) • Mr. Haas recorded the preceding and following ends of the Spot to 
be pointed; also he suspected that the long (major) axis of the Spot was 
not parallel to the equator of' Jupiter. Figure 16 shows a faint shoulder 
of the RS Ba;y. A Qol transit by Mr. Haas placed the center of the RS at 
longitude (II) 296° on that date. On Mr. Lanham's drawing of February 
28, 1955 (Figure 13) he shows the RS as a dark ellipse centered- at longi
tude (II) 3000; the RS Bey is shown complete but faint in the SEB. 
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Figure- ll. J'upi tar. 
Leonard B. Abbey !h Jr. 
April 91 1955. T c:P, U.T. 
6-inch reflector. 300%. 
c.M.1 • J.2SO. o.~2 = 206°. 

Figure 12. Dark Column in 
S.E.B. of Jupiter. 

Valtar H. Haas. h 

. , 
Februar;y 8, 1955. 4 rJTI, U.T. 
12.5-inch reflector. J67X • 

Figure 1.3. Red Spot, S.E.B. Disturbance and 
Vicinity on J'upitar. 

A. P. tenham. 
February- 28, 1955. 1cJ1 rJ- - zi11rf", U.T. 
9-inch refl.Botor. JOQI •• 

-
Figure 14. S.E.lf., S.Tr.z., S.T.lf., and S.Te.z. of Jupiter. 
Composite Drawing on March 24, 29, and .30, ~955 by Elmer J. 
Reese 'With a 6-inch reflector. 

,;/1 

t t t 
lji, .L -t L 

Figure- 15. Part of S.E.lf., S.Tr.l., S.T.B., 
and s. Te. z. of Jupiter. 

E;lm~.JnJ. Ree~!d April 18, 1955. 
oil :>0 - ~ ':)(J1 U.T. 
6-inch reflector. .320X. 
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Toward the later part of March some observers were reporting the RS as 
becaning less conspicuous. As the RS beC81lle less conspicuous, the RS 
Bay in the SEB became more prominent; and the aspect of the area became 
mora that of the Hollow. On Figure 14, J.h-. Reese shows the RS as less 
distinct and more disturbed than previously recorded; this drawing also 
shows the increased conspicuousness of the RS Bay. Figure 9 shows 
another view of the RS. On a series of four photographs taken by Philip 
R. Lichtman on March 31, 1955, 1:52 to 3:01 U.T., the disturbed RS area 
is shown as it advances from the limb of the planet to near the CM. On 
the photcgraphs the RS appears less symmetrical than on previous photo
graphs taken by J.h-. Lichtman. On the first two photographs taken at 
1:52 U.T., % 254° and 2:04 U.T., CH2 261° the SEB is shown as a wide 
double, possibly wider than the NEB, but not nearly so dark. Both 
components of' the SEB were about the same intensity. On the next two 
photographs taken at 2:49 U.T., CM2 2SSP and at 3:01 U.T., CM2 296° tha 
SEB doesn't show so distinctly as being a wide double. (However, this 
aspect could be inherent in the photographs and not real). limnediately 
following the RS the SE13nis seen and, possibly, a faint SEBs which isn't 
nearly so intense as preceding the RS. 

Unusual Satellite Phenomena. On February 20, 1955 (U.T.) Elmer J. 
Reese observed JII to transit directly across JIII; mid-transit ocC1ll':l'ed 
at 2:22 U.T. This phenomenon was also seen by William H. Glenn and 
others in his observing group. J.h-. Glenn writell,.as follows of their 
observation: •on the night of [February 201 1955j several members of the 
Observing G!:oup of' the .Aateur Astronomers Association here (New York, N.Y.) 
observed a very unusual phenomenon among Jupiter's sate~tes. We were 
observing the planet with a 6-iu. ref'l •••• [about 250Xj, and at~t45 U.TJ 
observed that there was only one satellite on the west, and two on the east. 
This was nothing unusual, and we assumed that one of' the satellites was in 
eclipse or transit. Muah to our amazement when we next turned 01Jll: atten
tion to the satellites at [3:45 U.T.] , there were two [satellitesj clearly 
seen on the west, separated very slightly." 'When the New York group made 
their 2:45 U.T. observation the two satellites were still probably in 
contact; but the observers, not having previous knowledge of the configura
tion of the satellites, failed to recognize just what was taking place. 
Only after their 3:45 U.T. observation were they aware that something un
usual had taken place, and they correctly concluded that a mutual occulta
tion, or very close approarh, of' JII and JIII had occurred. Also on the 
same night at 0:00 U.T., Dr. James c. Bartlett, Jr. saw only one satellite 
(he presumed it was JIII) where there should have been two. At the time 
Dr. Bartlett made his observation the satellites JII and JIII were separated 
by onl;r 2.4 seconds of' arc and his telescope failed to resolve them. 
MUtual occultations of Jupiter's satellites can occur about every six years; 
and during 1950 - according to the B.A.A. Handbook ~ - 27 such phenomena 
were predicted for JI and JII. Thus probably the most unusual thing about 
the February 20, 1955 mutual occultation of' JII and JIII waa that it was 
net predicted, at least not in the A.E.N.A., HandboC!k; gl ~ B.A.A. nor 
Observers' Handbook of~ R.A.s.c. 

On February 13, 1955 Walter H. Haas observed a non-central transit of 
JII across JIII with a 12.5-inch reflector at 367Z. in average seeing. He 
recorded first external contact of' the two satellites at 4r34, U."r., the 
first internal contact at 4:46, and the last internal contact at 5a04, these 
times being uncertain by several minutes. The final external contact had 
apparently net yet occurred when both satellites were occulted by Jupiter 
near 5&23, U.'i'. The center of' JII passed to the south of' the center of' 
JI:O ao that about one-third of the diameter of' III was not occulted. As 
it ingressed upon the disc of' III, the 11mb of II appeared to be bordered 
by a dark grey band, presumably an optical effect. The greater surface 
brightness of II compared to III was at all times Vf!1t'Y evident. 

An ~~Black ~ ~ Source g.! Natural Radio ~ Received 
~ ~? In recent correspondence with Dr. Bartlett this question 
was posed and answered, speculatively, by him. First a brief comment 
as to the radio signals received from Jupiter: Early this year radio 
signals of 22 megacycles frequency were detected being emitted f'rom Jupiter 
by Carnegie Institute astronomers with their narrow beam radio-telescope 
located at Seneca, Maryland. Drs. B. F. Burke and K. L. Frankl.ill of' 
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Figure 16. Red Spot on Jupiter. 
Walter H. Haas. ..h m 
February 8, 1955. 5 4D , U.T. 
12.5-inch reflector. 367!. 
c.H.2 = 290°. 

Garnegie Institute reported the above findings to the American Astronomical 
Society at Princeton; and they are quoted: "\o/hat causes these radio signals 
of a frequency of 22 megacycles ranains to be explained. The emissions 
are probably caused by violent disturbances in the atmosphere of J:J.piter, 
similar to our thunderstorms but on a much larger scale." (The above was 
tal,en from the Baltimore News-~). Juat recently the Jupiter Recorder 
received a letter from Dr. G. de Vaucouleurs (see Jan.-Feb. 1955 issue of 
!!l!l. strolling Astronomer) in 'Which Dr. de Vauc6uleurs ;~rote that recent 
studies by hlm and his Australian colleagues of radio sound tracings made 
in 1950 and 1951 confirmed the findings of the "Washington Group". The 
above is all the data we now have pertaini.."lg to radio signals received from 
Jupiter. 

Now for Dr. Bartlett's speculation as to a possible Jovian phenomenon 
that might give rise to the radio signals. Dr. Bartlett writes as follows: 
"The suspicion occurs to me that these signals may have an intL~te relation 
to the Jovian black spots (some of these spots are shown on Figures 10, ll 
a.rxJ. 15) and indeed may be coming from them. My ozicy reason however for 
speculating is because the signals have been tentatively attributed to 
electrical storms in the Jovi!Ul atmosphere. 

•Such storms would be a little different f'rom those tdth which we are 
familiar, of course, but the thought does seem reasonable that major atmos
pheric disturbances on Jupiter might be accompanied by the eeneration of 
static electricity. Indeed since to build potential difference it is re
quired only to have friction between non-conducting, or nearly non-conduct
ing surfaces, such disturbances nnlst be accompanied by electrical discharGe 
and therefore by radio signals. 

"Application to the Jovian black spots is valid only if we can regard them 
as moving atmospheric systems probably representing Jovian barometric lous. 
I know of no evicence that can decisively settle the point; but there is 
considerable evidence to support the possibility: 

1) These spots arise spontaneously, have a relatively short 
existence, then disappear. It is probable therefore that 
they are atmospheric phenomena rather than solids. 

2) They have independent IIY.>vement generally, perhaps al\rays, in 
the direction of rotation. 

3) By drift past contiguous atmospheric strata difference of 
potential must be established. 

"Points 1 and 2 are certain and supported by observation and point 3 is 
extremely probable. (if we could be sure of the exact nature of the spots 
it too uould become certain). 'l'herefore it is entirely r easonHble : (a) 
to suppose that these Jovian spots represent atmospheric cy:>tems, and (b) 
to suspect that they J:lB.Y be accompanied by electrical phenomena and there
fore may represent at least one source of the radio signals." 

Since the above was written a short article e.bout the Jovlan radio si&nals 
has appeared in the June 1955 issue of §!sz ~ Telescope, page 32/, and in the 
June 1955 issue of Scientific kneri<LI!:!L pace 50. The reader is referred to 
those articles for further particulars about the Jovian radio signnls . 
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~ ~ !-:_ _!h DIST\JRBAllCES ~ JUPITER 

It has long been kno~m that tho clouds at the visible surface of Jupiter 
show a wide variety of rotation-periods. The vigorous ob.servations of the 
Jupiter Section of the B.A.A. have establi:;hed the existence of about a 
dozen different latitudinaJ. currents; a~d, in a very general way, markings 
near the eouator rot,11te in about 9h 5oiD (System I), and those in higher lati
tudes in about 9h 55"' (System II). Nevertheless, it must be stressed that 
only observation can establish the period of rotation of a particular surface 
feature. 

Now one of the riddles of the ever-changing Jovia~ panorama is the 
occasional occurrence of great outbrerucs of activity in the South Eqtlatorial 
Belt. These are called s.E.B. Disturbances and have been recorded in 1919, 
192$, 191.3, 1949, 1952, and 1955. Each S.E.B, Disturbance has followed a 
shilar pattern of development. Beginning vdth one or two very :lark spots 
in the S.E.B., the activity advances :in the direction of decreasing longi
tude at the rate of several degrees a day. The space between the S.E.B. 
components darkens behind this advand.ng front, and new spots and strealrs 
continue to appear at or near the longitude of the initial outburst (pg. 66). 
Eventually the Disturbance may girdle the whole globe of J•piter, and the 
S.E.B. in the lonr:;itudes covered by the Disturbance may be the most conspl
cuous belt on Jupiter, 

In a very stimulating and perhaps extre.'llely significant paper "A Possible 
Clue to the Rotation Period of the Solid Nucleus of Jupiter", J,B,A.A., Vol. 
63, pg. 219, 1953, Hr. EJ.r.1er J. Reese speculates that the source of these 
s.E.B. Disturbances mny be a gigantic volcano below the sur~ace cloud layers. 
Of course, Jovian vulcanism might be very different in nature from vulca11ism 
on the earth. If volcanic activity is the cuuse, then since such a volcano 
uould be fi.xed in position on a solid or semi-solid core of Jupiter, the longi
tudes of the initial outbursts of activity in the S.E.B. ahocld be compatj~ble 
uith a constant period of rotation. Hr. Reese investiga"!;ed this problem and 
found that the longitudes of the observed iuitinl outbtU'sts co•1ld be related 
to the long;i.tud~s of two hypothetical subsurface valcanoes, each hav:i.ng a 
period of 911 55"- 42B.66. He suggested that the appearance of future s. E. B. 
Disturb~nces micht confirm or refute thls idea, and therefore the 1955 S.E. B. 
Di:;turbance was of very great interest. In recent r.1onths lr. Ree:;e has sent 
us :::ome valuable correspondence, che..rts, and dJ.·aMings relatinr; to this problem 
of ~mat S.E.B. Dioturbm1ces may tell us about iohe true rotation of Jupiter. 
We quote: 

"There can now be little doubt that the prEf1ent [ 1955) distu;:-ha'JCe in 
Jupiter 1 s South Equatorial Belt belongs in the sane category a:; thP. other 
six major distm·ba~ces. Nato the similarity of the longitude chnrts pertain
ing to the last three disturbances. [ r:r. Ree:o:e has sent us charts ~or the 
1949, 1952-53, a"'!d 1955 S."f,B. Disturbances. Observations Here most numerous 
in 1949, and the chart for that year is reproduced on pg. 68. In the second 
colunn of the table on that paee these abbreviations arc used: ~ for dark, 
li for uhite, J2. for preceding end, £ for center, and :£ for follmring end, 
The third colurm gives the beginning and ending dates of observation; the 
fourth column, the corresponding loneitudes (II). The ~ifth column gives 
the longitude on September 3, 1949; the sh-th column, the number of trnnsits 
observed; and the seventh colutm, the change in lon;;:itude per 30 days.] 
The longitude of the init:tal erruption of the ~'resent disturbance falli:; very 
near a straight line pas sine throuGh the plotted longitudes of the ini tiul 
eruptions of the di;Jturbunces of 192C, 1943, 1949 and 1952. [ See graph on 
pg. 67.] The major disturbance of 1919 and t'~~e secondal"J dir;turba"'!ce of 
1943 fall on a...:tether line exactly parallel to the 1923 - 1955 line. Thus 
it seams that the dist'-U'ba~co of 1955 has con:;idcrubly strengthened the hypo
thesis that t:-,e dicturbances are caused by t"o fixed sources of commotion 
located beneath the visible cloud layers. If ue adopt ? 5? 42s .66 as the 
constant rotation period of thA hypothetical so'-U'ces and "if we base a drift 
line on the 1943 disturbance,we have the follm:ing residuals (observtJd longi
tude - computed lo:1gitude): 
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These residuals are large enough to make one wary of the hypothesis; and 
small enough to mal'e one even more wary that the longitudes of the various 
disturbances were at random. 

"The small X- marks on [the graph on pg. 67) show the positions of six 
lesser disturbances (in some cases isolated spots) in the interior of the 
S.E.B. Five of the six disturbances fall fairly close to one or the other 
of the drift lines • • • . . • 

•rn my opinion, the most likely explanation for the residuals between 
the computed and observed longitudes of the initial outbrealcs would be that 
the observed outbrealcs lie at variable distances from their source as a 
result of variable wind velocities in the Jovian atmosphere and variable 
velocities of ascent of the erupted material. I do not think that a major 
part of these residuals can be imputed to late discoveries of the initial 
outbrea]{s because the initial longitude can be checked and rechecked during 
the first month or two of the disturbance. This may seem absurd but it 
really is not. The volcano - if that is ~mat it is - does not erupt once 
and quit, but erupts many times at irregular intervals during the life of 
the disturbance. Each succeeding eruption becomes visible at approximately 
the same longitude (II) as the first eruption, and each in turn drifts west
ward along the interior of the s.E.B.. As a result, the interior of the 
S.E.B. becomes filled with dusky matter at a..'1 ever increasing distance west 
of the longitude of the initial ert~tion, but the interior of the belt re
mains clear and br5.ght follouing that longitude - at least for the first 
month or t,ro, [ Refer to drmrings on pg. 66,] If we plot the longitudes 
of the follo;l:i.ng end of a disturbance for a month or two, He can (1) obtain 
a reliable lonc;itude for the place 1-rhere the erupted naterial first pene
trates the observable outer atmosphere, (2) check the rotation period of the 
volcano during that month or two, (3) deternine \Jhether or not the erupted 
material :lR affected by varying atmospheric tdnds during its ascent. A 
study of aw.ilahle data pertaining to all of the major disturbances to date 
gives the follow:i.ng results: The rotation period of the following end 
of each d~sturbance (and hence of the causative volcano) is approximately 
<fl 5? 43 which nicely confirms the period already suggested for the solid 

nucleus of the planet. The drift of the following end of each disturbance, 
Ylhile usuo.J.ly fairly linear, docs at times .become quite sinuous varying as 
much as 15"' on either side of its mean position, Hence we have obssrvable 
evidence that the erupted material can be displaced by as much as 30 in 
longitude by the time it reaches the visible surface of the planet (Q. E. D.). 

"Of course the validity of these postulates depends on the validity of 
the i'undamental assumption that the s.E.B. disturbances are caused by erup
tions from two fixed sources at a lover level within Jupiter." 

Nr. Reese directs attention to the follo~ring extract from Astronow, Vol. 1, 
PP• .368 - 369, by Russell, Dugan, ond Stewart: 

nrt is probable that the visible markings on Jupiter are at different 
levels, - the rapidly chl'.nc;ing ones being in the rarefied outer gaseous layers, 
whilE the more per:r.anent ones lie deeper and probably orieinate from eruptions 
from denser layers, Ylhere cisturbances may maintain themselves for a long 
time. The rotation period at these louer lev&ls muct be neorly uniform, -
for fluid friction 1-rould soon smooth out any considerable irregularities, -
and is probably about oaual to that of the great red spot. The shorter 
periods, on this view, correspond to c~ents in the upper atmosphere, runn
ing in the dil-cction of the planet 1s rotation. The great equatorial CUITent, 
uh:ich has fc.irly weJ.l-definod casecns ba..'1lco, rtms easttJarcl at the rate of 
250 miles an hot.:r. Winds in tl::e earth •::: upper atmosphere - also eastward -
have often been observed to go half as fast .• " In this quotation eastt;ard 
is taken as the direction of th.-, planet 1s rotation and not in its more usual 
sense of a direction in the te::restri.al sky. The required velocity for the 
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Jovian equatorial current is comparable to that of the jet stream in the 
earth's upper atmosphere. 

We congratulate l1t-. Reese on an excellent piece of -work and eager:cy 
await the appearance of the next s. E. B. Disturbance. 

THE SEVEIITH CONV'E~ITION OF WESTERN M!ATEUR ASTRONOMERS - --- - --- ---
by Wal tar H. Haas 

The Western Amateur Aatrononers, a looAe federation of amateur astronomi
cal societies in California and neighboring states, held its Seventh Annual 
Convention at Cru:p Curry in Yosemite National Park, California on August 19-
21, 1955. l:o:·e than 200 persons attended to bring about a sin[;Ularly enjoy
able and successful Convention. The tree-studded floor of the Yosemite 
Valley, ~lith sheer cliffs risinG thousands of feet above it, provided a very 
lovely setting for the gathering; and the Heather was as fine as it pre-
sumably aluays is in Calii'ornia. The host societies ~rere the Ce~tral Valley 
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Astronomers of Fresno, the stockton Astronomical Society of Stockton, 
and the Sacramento Va11ey Astronomical Society of Sacramento. Hr. Carl 
>I. Anderson ,;as the General. Chairman of the Convention. To h:im and his 
hard~king Convention Com;dttee all 'Who vere there owe a debt of grati
tude. The program 'WRS so f'ull of tasty astronomical fare that sometimes 
there were two or three concurrent sessions - one almost felt like the 
spectator at a three-ring circus and had to choose what to watch! 

The papers presented covered a wide variety of subjects. Two llorrison 
Lectures by professional. astronomers vere sponsored by the Astronomical 
Society of the Pacific. Dr. E. c. Slipher of the Lovell Observatory spoke 
upon "Mars in 1954•, describing his highly successful photographic observa
tions of Mars in South Africa last year and their interpretation. There is 
considerable interest in the lrblue clearing", >lhich will be closely watched 
in 1956. The second Harrison Lecture 'Was by Dr. Gerald Kron of the Lick 
Observatory and dealt with •l'hotons, Electrons, and Our Universe." A whole 
session of papers vas given over to lunar and planetary observine. Nr. 
Neil Stockton presented a paper on "'bserving Our Noon"; Hr. Thomas R. Cave, 
Jr. spoke on "Mars, 1956 -A Challenge to the Amateur"; Hr. Robert G. Brookes 
,!n absentia told us about "Jupiter - Obseriations for the Amateur and the 
1954-55 Apparition•; Hr. Chester J. Snith described "Jupiter - South Tropical 
Disturbance of February 1955", actually the South Equatorial Belt Disturb
ance discussed elsmlhere in this issue; }!r. Th01!18.s Cragg talked upon "Saturn's 
Rings -A Newly Discovered Division, and a Proposed Division Designation 
System", the "new" div:l.sion being near the Lliddle of Ring B; end the cii'iter 
spoke on "Opportunities for the Amateur in Lunar and Planetary AstronorcJy11 • 

Another session 1ms devoted to papers on instruMent and telescope LJaking. 
At yet another session l!r. Arthur Leonard and others conducted a syi'lpositun 
on "Unobstructed Reflecting Telescopes". They analyzed Lhe inherent .short
comings of the conventional reflector and discussed various proposed optical 
designs for remedying them. Some of these are novel indeed, and H uill be 
interesting to hear 1.Jhat the actual perfol"l:lBl'lce is of these off-axis re
flectors and unobstructed c0!11p01l!ld reflectors after they have been built and 
tested. Other papers at other se;o;sions dealt ~:ith the use of renateur tele
scopes for •sky touring" to find gnlaxies, nebulae, double stars, and other 
interesting objects, •The U.s. ~raval Observatory", "The Origin of Surface 
Features of the Earth a...Ttd :!-loon", "An Occultation of Venus", 1'Cu.rre'1t Behavior 
of the Variable star R Geminorum" • "Solar Astronomy at the National Bureau of 
Standards" (researCh with a radio telescope at Boulder, Colorado), andiiPhoto
electric Recording of Occultations". In adcition, a number of astronomical 
movies uere shown. Itr. Rolf F. msley of the Optical Coating Laboratory 1 

Santa Rosa, California presented a paper on "Aluminizing Telescope Nirrors" 
and followed it with an actual de&JOnstration in the Convention Exhibit Room. 
The exhibits, in this m·iter's opinion,were especially deserving of prai~Je. 
Ht•. Victor Killick and his co-workers had assembled an imposing array of 
telescopes, books, and miscellaneous gadgets. One could not help beine im
pressed at this Convention by the high quality of some amateur <rork and by 
the great amount of time and efi"ort which some amateurs give to their avo
cation. 

No Convention is complete tdthout a Star Party. The Yose!nite Star Party 
was held at Glacier Point sol'le 8,000 feet above sea level. Late afternoon 
clouds caused a little anxiety, but by nightfall the sky vas very clear. 
Dozens of portable telescopes were soon pointed at the crescent moon, .Saturn, 
M. 13( and favorite double stars B..."ld nebulae, as well as Comet 1955 f (or ;ras 
it g? J. These telescopes were a cross section of amateur instruments, rang
ing from the smallest and crudest to imposing professional jobs as much as 
12 inches in aperture - above lmich size portability is not easy to achieve! 
There was a complete true democracy as people slo1-1ly moved from teleocope to 
telescope, young and old, unknoYn amateurs RPn the famous, sharing a common 
love for the stars. It was an experience long to be remembered. A fe'W 
hardy souls braved the cold to remain at Glacier Point most of the night. 

The Convention presented its G. Bruce Blair Al.'ard for 1955 to the III'itor -
most U.Ttdeservedl;r, he feels. The Award is given each year for "achievew.,nt 
in amateur ast:-onomy" a'ld uas prese'lted in 1954 to l·:r. Albert Inealls, w"lose 
III'itings in Scientif'ic Aneric.!!!! rult:;azine are known to eJ.l of us. TI1e Awa:ro 
is nBI:led for the late Irofesscr G. Bruce Bl:!ir, u!'co did ~'· ereat deal to foU!l.d 
the Hestern Amateurs and to initiate their A.Tt.'lual Conventions. '21e writer 
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is veil avare that his personal astronomical wrk has been very small in 
amount for some time and feels that this generous recognition from the 
\~.A.A. must rather be for uhat our Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers has achieved since its inception in 1947. From this point of 
vieY ve may t~ce justifiable pride that our efforts to date have been 
thought so vorthy, and 1-1e =Y also properly dedicate ourselves to trying 
to do still better wor!c in the future. We need, for example, a system
atic method of roviet-rlng books pertaining to lunar and planetary astronoll\Y 
and related fields; we need some 'l.l!l.y of disseminating the more important 
information in magazines ;re exchange tdth The Strolling Astr~ among 
our L<embers; ;re need a translating service for astronomical material receiv
ed in foreign languages; · ve need some kind of rapid communication a~ng 
our uidely scattered members 1-1hen potentially valuable observations require 
immediate attempted confirmation. We have, in brief, no cause for com
placency. On behalf of the A.L.P.O. the 1-Jriter thanks the \.f.A.A. for this 
fine A'l.l!l.Td, and ve hope that ve shall shm~ ourselves worthy of it. 

During the Convention Jfr. Arthur Leonard set up a target at Glacier Point 
to be vieYed in telescopes at Camp Curry. On the target were strung ;Tires 
of accurately Jmmm widths, the thinnest considerably less than a second of 
arc in diameter as viewed from Ca1np Curry. Such tests are of obvious inter-
est to A.L.P.O. member:> because of their relation to the visibility of fine 
lunar aTtd planetary detail. 

It has been said that tho most important part of a Convention i::; out::;ide 
of the regular and formal meetings. Certainly it is a pleasure to make new 
friends and to reneu aequaintunces ;dth old ones. At Yosemite, a:> at other 
1-J.A.A. Conventions, the.,·e were at all times little knots of amateur astro.
nomers in conversation upon a 1-Tide v~.riety of subjects . It is especially 
gratii'y5.ng to meet in-the-flesh astronomical friends previously kno;m only 
through correspondence. There is a'l easy and informal air about such ama
teur gatherings uhich o.J.l uho attend find very enjoyable . 

!'i.t this tir.1e the site of the 1956 Convention of l;lestern Amateur Astronomers 
has not been selected. One possibility beine considered is the Lowell Obser
vator.r at nar,staff, Arizona; and l!ars uould be near its closest possible 
approach at the expected dates of ·i;he Convention. The Louell Observatory 
staff is agreeable to the idea, a'1d it niGht even be possible to observe }Iars 
through the famous and excellent 2/,.-inch Clark refractor. Hith such an 
inducement, perl">,ps ue could have at the same time and place a meeting of our 
far-flung A.L.P.O. . Should ue try'l 

Figure 17. Some of the A.L.P.O. ]·!embers at the 
Seventh Annual Convention of Western Amateur Astro
nomers, Yosemite l!ational Park, California, August 
19-21, 1955. Left to RiGht: Clarence P. Custer, 
N.D., D. P. AviBl.iano, Franlc Kettlm-rell, Halter H. 
Haas, David P. Barcroft, and Thomas R, Cave, Jr. 
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l'a CHilDREN Ql OOPERNICJJS 1 

by' Howard G. Allen 

.lmcmg the best lunar photographs ever taken are the First and Last 
Quarter news that have bean enlarged and printed as the Lick Photographic 
Atlas. Recent:Q- the writer began a search through the atlas for ellipti
cal pits that might result from rocks hurled from a crater in its explosive 
birth. Mlm;y suspects were found, but by' far the greater ll'UIIlber visible on 
these plates (with one possible flltCeP'tion) are in the vicinity of Coperni
cus~ .l chart of the IDOst probable ones was made by' pin-pricking their posi-
tions into a sheet of heavy pape1". To do this the back cover of .§!&t !!!lS. 
'felescope for June 1947 vas used. The cover had been taken from the atlas 
and this lef't Plate XV llJIIII&rked for further study of the pits. 

Most of these features ere ·so delicate and so near Copernicus that they 
ere dif"ficult to distingoish from the br:okan area of radial ridges. A few 
may have bean conf'used with crevices- or t1ro circular pits in contact; yet 
the vast majori'tf must be true elliptical pits. An area of avoidance for 
some distance frcm the rim seems indicated (see Figure 18). The lack of 
them to the east of Copernicus 'WOuld be due to the high-sun absence of fine 
detail. Many IDOre objects are suggested on the plate; however, the nature 
of these objects is too uncertain for thEm to be included on the chert. 
This ~ {Figure 18) shows the positions of the pits and the directions 
of their major axes. No attempt at size or amount of elongation is meant. 
The directions of the axes f!11t18:Y from the crater seem far greater in number 
than ~ chance alignment, even were the surrounding sea area covered with 
s:IJDilar objects in bapJ:I•zird arrangement. Yet they ere not well centered 
on the crater. In fact the distribution, disregarding the worst examples, 
appears to be about as conf'used as the famous web-like network of rays and 
must be as sure:Q' assoc:l.ated with Copernions. A close study of Plate XV 
will indicate this as they appear to be connected with the more conspicuous 
parts of the rq system. Evan the uncharted suggestions omitted from Figure 
18 bebave near:Q' as veil. Should this apparent relation gain acceptance, • 
it provides a strong argument against ~theory tor the compoiition and 
origin of the rays other than blown volcanic or meteoritic ash. The 
finest e:xamples· ere the string of three pits west of Pytheas along the line 
of a well defined ray and the isolated one west of Gambart. Here is a thin 
ray containing a large light patch with the pit beautiful:q centered on it. 
Moreover this pit is one of the few that definitely show a direction; that 
is, its smaller diameter is f!11t18:Y from Copernicus. ~is is 1.mdoubtedly the 
shallower end; and according to Rinehart's principle· , the missile that 
formed this pit came from the direction of the crater. Another fine example 
is the northernmost of the pair illlllediate:q north of Er-atOsthenes vi th the 
direction f!11t18:Y from this crater. .l fev others probably connected with 
l!:ratosthanes can be found on Plate ni along with ill-defined radial ridges. 
Less often noticed is a faint ray systaa of this crater visible on good tull 
moon photographs looking dromed in the bright splash of its grander compan
ion. Reproductions of other prints were cmmdned and fotmd wanting. Perti
cular:Q' disappointing far this ~ is the popular 200-inch photograph of 
this region as there is a north-sc:uth distortion present. Worthwhile, how
ever, is an excellent high co~ plate of the same Lick view in Bedell's 
JJ.ball of Celestial lhotographs. 

Possible ~. The possible ex:ception to the area of most numerous 
elliptical pits mentioned before is that in the region of Eudoxus and 
Aristotle north to the llmb. Here there ma;:r be a larger field of such 
features. The majority) hOW8V'er, are mere:Q- hints on Plate VII. Same 
good objects can be picked out in the mountainous spread of the Caucasus, 
but those IDOSt distinct are on the sea north of Aristotle. SUpposing that 
they are true pits saue extreme speculat1Cm can be indulged in, perhaps 
suggestive to someone better able to judge. Same may owe their origin to 
Aristotle; still the ovarwhelm:ing majority cover this section with major 
axes pointing sout.blrest and no.rtheaa't arranged roughly, by' groups and blank 
spaces, in a r~ pattern spreading to the llmb. These are mostly 
faint markings with 11011 and then an indispatable pit, nearly all turned pole
ward. Dr. H. P.4Vllldns has described this area wall in contrast to the 
res1; of the IIIOflll. P.raa the sea to the llmb the thin walls of craters are 
broken and cut tbrough and in saue places remain onJ;r as rows or hills. 



w __ 

Milch of this aspecrli would be due to the inia-usion of the lava sea; yet 
this IIUSt be only partly the cause. This portion of the moorr may have 
met a hail of stone, its fortress- wlls bombarded. - - as well they might 
be had the graveled'mrcleus of a Slllll.ll. OOlllet brushed here. 
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Figure- 18. Chart by HO'W&rd G. Allen of the Most Probable 
Blliptioal. Crater-Pits in the Vicdnity of the Lunar Crater 
Copendc:us. Based on Lick Photographic Atlas, Plate IV. 
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Ill. By J. B. Sidgwick---------------------$12.50 .o1111 
, New: Exploring Mars ~ 
Ill. By R. S. Richardson __________________ $ 4.00 .o1111 

, New: Physics of the Planet Mars ~ 
Ill. By G. de Vaucouleurs------------------$10.00 .o1111 

, NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS ---------------$ 5.25 ~ 
Ill. Moore, A Guide to the Moon ______________ $ 3.95 .o1111 

"' Moore, A Guide to the Planets ____________ $ 4.95 ~ 
Ill. Davidson, Astronomy for Everyman ______ $ 5.00 .o1111 

, Elger's Map of the Moon, 1955 Edition ____ $ 1.75 ~ 

~ Forthcoming Publications: • 
Ill. Summer 1955: .o1111 

, H. P. Wilkins and P. A. Moore, THE MOON ~ 
Ill. Fall 1955: .ollll 
, Observational Astronomy for Amateurs, by ~ 
Ill. J. B. Sidgwick, a supplement to his handbook. .ollll 
"' All other domestic and foreign publications. ~ 
~ Write for free List. • 
Ill. HERBERT A. LUFT .o1111 

"' 42-10 82nd Street ~ 
~ Flmhurst 73, N. Y. • 
..,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,......,....M 



WE SERVICE 
Precision Instruments, Electronic Equipment and Hi Fi 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
Our Research Department 

Specializes In Solving Individual Problems 
In Design of Your Equipment 

Ultronics 
Dickens 4-6156 

7023 CANBY AVENUE RESEDA, CALIFORNIA 

... ,., 
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. ASTROLAS 
New Model "B", ASTROLA 8" portable telescope with Fiberglass tube, 1 Y2 inch steel 
shaft, cast aluminum mount, Rack and Pinion Focuser, 8X-38mm. Finder, with three 
of the finest Orthoscopic Oculars giving powers of 84X-210X-360X. Optics guar-
anteed to split doubles to Dawes Limit on good seeing nights. Weight of telescope 
about 72 pounds. Price $375.00. With electric clock drive $70.00 extra. 
Just offered for sale, NEW RICHEST FIELD, 6" reflectors, 24 inches focal length, 
tube 26 inches long. With Helical Focuser, one 28mm, Orthoscope ocular, Pyrex dia
gonal, may be cradled in arms for viewing Rich Field Areas. Has no mounting at
tachments and weighs about 8 pounds. Price $125.00. All prices F. 0. B. our plant. 
Terms half with order, balance when telescope is ready for shipment. l Other sized telescopes made to order as specified. 
We do refiguring on imperfect mirrors at reasonable prices. 
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